Papercode 12 Strong Scratch-Free Refrigerator Magnet Clips for
Kitchen, Office, or Organizing & Decorating â€“ Stainless Steel Fridge
Magnets - Bonus Magnetic Notepad Review-2021

DECORATE TO YOUR HEARTS CONTENT! Secure clips and sturdy magnets paves the perfect
path for putting whatever you need up on the fridge -- no more raining pictures when closing the
fridge door too hard, as everything will be strongly secured! Works great on whiteboards for the
office or teachers.
NO MORE SCUFF MARKS: Includes surface protecting transparent stickers perfectly measured to
prevent skid marks from metal edges and surprising dark residue on hands. Easily decorate without
fear of leaving behind scratches -- we recommend to not slide the magnets.
SHATTERPROOF & REUSABLE: Drop these all you want and they won't break! These reusable
magnets can hold store coupons, your favorite restaurant menus, cards & invitations, or the
kidâ€™s schoolwork! Itâ€™s also perfect for the office, back to school season, and upcoming
holidays.
FREE MAGNETIC NOTEPAD: Contains 30 white sheets of paper, measuring 7cm x 7cm - perfect
for leaving messages/reminders to your family, jotting down quick notes, or writing positive
affirmations to start your day off right!Our story
How we got our start?
Papercode was founded with the goal of creating an organizer unlike any other â€” equal parts goal
tracker, day planner, and notebook. In 2016, The Simple Elephant Planner was born. Since then
weâ€™ve gained a reputation for providing high quality planners, notebooks, and organization
accessories.
What makes our product unique?
Touted by Bustle, Buzzfeed, and Elite Daily, Papercode products do more than just organize your
schedule. They push your productivity and encourage you to meet your goals too! Whether
youâ€™re planning a wedding or creating a vision board, Papercode will keep you on track to a
neater and happier life.
Why we love what we do?
At Papercode we love to slay goals and get stuff done. We enjoy sharing that love with all of our
customers, giving them the satisfaction that only comes from crossing things off a list. The icing on
the cake? Knowing that our fridge magnets or all-in-one planners helped them do it. Review 2021,
feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison,
cheap, cheapest, value for money.

